PILE DRIVER

No More Worms Slipping Away! The Hook for Heavy Cover
This is a hook that secures worms in place with cork screw worm keeper, specialized for heavy
cover. It is designed so the snagless keel between the eyelet and nose touches the obstacle first,
which will prevent worm’ s dislodging. The characteristic hook point is made longer to quickly spike
through the upper mouth of the bass for a higher hooking ratio and little escaping of fish.
In the case of Offset Hook

In the case of PILEDRIVER

For this part hit toan obstacle,
the gap of the worm was
off to the side.
When the lure pass through a cover,
in the case of an offset hook,
a worm slips off because
the tip of the worm comes in contact
with an obstacle previously.
In the case of the pile driver,
the worm does not slip off because a
cover contact keel prevents the contact
to the cover of the worm.

By the adoption of the corkscrew worm goalkeeper,
a worm does not slips off and come off even if
an angler a lure into a complicated thicket densely.
This strong wire does not lose in the
strong fight of the big bass.
So, an angler can use the strong and
a little growth line with peace of mind.
The axis of the hook in the front
guards the contact to the obstacle
of the worm.This prevents from a
worm being rolled up,and slipping off.

Hook Size

This wide gap shape matches
with the bulky worm. This is the convenient
design which is usable to a worm
of any kinds of size.

/a pack

Price(Tax-excluded)

#3

5

400 yen

#2

5

400 yen

#1

5

400 yen

#1/0

5

400 yen

#2/0

5

400 yen

#3/0

5

400 yen

#4/0

5

400 yen

#5/0

5

400 yen

#6/0

4

400 yen
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